
YOP Home Recording Tips/Help Packet
While we wait patiently for the all clear to resume in-person auditions and
orchestra rehearsals, we are going to have to learn how to make music through
video/audio recordings. This sheet will give you some helpful tips to make you
sound your best!

Below is an overview of what you need to get your recording done:

1. Practice! (Of course!) – this seems so basic, but the first step  before you
record for an audition is to get yourself ready, and I mean  REALLY ready!
There is nothing more frustrating than setting everything up and then
having to try to run the audition in front of the camera/mic  a bunch of
times until you get it. Prepare like it’s going to be played live!

2. Find your recording equipment. There are many options that
will be listed at the end of this help sheet, but for many of  you, your
phone is your best/easiest option!

3. Find a space. This is a tough one and is different especially now  that
we are all stuck inside! Experiment with rooms around your home,  and
limit these trials to rooms where you can prevent parents/siblings  from
entering during the recording. Play through a couple of scales or  short
sections of your audition and listen to how your sound fills the  room. (If
you sound very loud in the room, it might be too small.) If your  only
option is not ideal, then see recording equipment info below to
experiment with settings to make the room work.

4. Find a setup and then DON’T change it! After  you have your
room setup for recording, you may want to make note of  where you
have the camera and the angle you have it facing. This is  important,
because if you record multiple times you won't be able to  compare
which take is best if the microphone and video angles are  different every
time. The distance from you to the microphone greatly affects the sound
quality. I recommend recording 30 seconds of  music/scales and then
listening back with headphones to soundcheck.

- Continue to next page -



EXTRA SETUP TIPS
• Find the center of the room and stand there.

• Pick a wall and face it, then place the camera/stand halfway between you and the wall. •
Back up to the room center and face the opposite wall, place your chair/music stand  halfway

between you and that wall (See Diagram).
• Keep both your chair and the camera from being placed directly against a wall •

BRASS – Trumpets and Trombones avoid your bell facing the camera directly, angle it
away slightly

5. Record! Do this early (well before the due date) and plan several  times
that you can dedicate to recording. Be aware that the camera is  rolling before
and after you play, so if you take a lot of time to set up,  consider asking a
family member for help to press record. Remember, there is no such thing as
perfection, so just perform and avoid analyzing  internally until you finish.



6. Listen! Gather every take of the audition and your headphones and
listen back to all of them. It can be helpful to take notes in the case you
have two takes that are a tie. This part of the process should be fun, but
can be stressful. ***I’m adding another reminder that the aim is not to  be
perfect, just to capture a performance of YOU! *** Once you have  the
recording you like the most, move on to the final step. If you are  really
struggling to find one that works, weigh your options- pick one  that is
your best out of the choices you have or practice, then try to go  back to
record for one more session.

7. Final step: SUBMIT!
Follow the guidelines from YOP staff to upload the video to the
appropriate place.

Equipment
iPhone- Any generation is a great option, but if you have a newer version go
into settings > camera > and turn off record stereo sound (this enhances voice
recordings, but can make instruments sound tinny)

Any kind of phone is a good option, but I am most familiar with iPhone and felt  it
necessary to add comments on sound settings.

More $$ options below

HD camera’s with video capability similar to Canon DSLR series (in some cases
purchasing a plug-in mic is necessary) THIS IS VERY $$ and is just an option if
your parents already have something similar.

Zoom Q4 or comparable audio/video camera

Camcorder of any make that can be uploaded to your computer is a good
option.

Another option is to video with your phone and put up a high quality audio
recorder or audio interface and then later edit audio and video together. This  is
complicated, but you can find youtube video tutorials to help or email me.



***Least desirable option is laptop webcam*** - I have had poor results with
clarity of audio. The microphones in laptops are designed mainly for video calls
with voice and not the sound of an instrument.

Please contact Education@richmondsymphony.com with any questions.
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